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Abstract: This paper presents an online calculator for bank charges, motivated by information
asymmetry in the market for payment accounts. The calculator provides users with a personalized
list of the most suitable bank accounts based on required services and monthly fee criteria. This paper
outlines the conceptual foundation, workflows, and matrix of the data for the underlying logic of
the calculator, as well as the design of the user interface. The proposed calculator was validated by
performing an interaction cost analysis. This paper presents a novel methodology for conducting
this analysis, including rules for expressing interactions in graphs for the objective evaluation of
the usability of the user interface. Scenarios were defined and analyzed with the intended goal of
choosing the best bank account. The interaction cost analysis then confirmed the differences in cost
between traditional approaches (interacting with various web interfaces) and using a specialized
online service (the calculator). The consistency of the layout and navigation contributed significantly
to the final results being in favor of the proposed bank charges calculator. These conclusions are
applicable not just within the selected market, but also in many others that are prone to problems
arising from price information asymmetry.
Keywords: human-computer interaction; usability; user experience; interaction cost; user interface;
online services; calculator; payment accounts; bank charges; information asymmetry

1. Introduction
In this study, two research areas were combined. The first is the topic of information asymmetry,
as demonstrated in the market for payment accounts (PAs). Information asymmetry present in the
PA market negatively influences optimal choice [1]. The second area is the issue of the interaction
cost experienced when working with web user interfaces. This can be defined as the scope of user
action (e.g., mouse clicks or typing) that is necessary to complete a task. Interaction costs negatively
impact usability [2]. Therefore, in accordance with user experience (UX) principles, minimizing these
costs as much as possible is important. One method of decreasing information asymmetry is through
the provision of a specialized service, such as the online calculator presented in this paper. Now, it is
possible to evaluate interaction costs in the context of its interface, and thus its usability for consumers.
The selected PA market is unique because information asymmetry exists with regard to the price
rather than general product features, such as components, available accessories, or dimensions. Price
information asymmetry exists in countries with more complex and opaque PA tariffs, such as the Czech
Republic. The Czech banks’ tariffs usually include multiple conditional sales, as well as many items
representing separate fees. The possibility of a consumer obtaining a market overview is diminished
by natural tariff changes that occur irregularly at least once per year. In this situation, consumers
can significantly benefit from comparison tools such as the proposed calculator. This simultaneously
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provided an excellent opportunity for research, because consumers willingly provide their unique
personal usage records in the process. In a previous work, our research was based on such data,
and we performed retail consumer segmentation using two-step cluster analysis [3], followed by a
choice optimality study [1], considering the varying influence of geographical preference and desired
price modeling [4] based on the current price distribution. Other markets share certain characteristics
with the PA market, such as mobile tariffs, cloud services, internet connection, and so on. These
are, however, usually not as complex. The shared characteristics among these markets indicate that
they are homogenous, differing only by price, that is, with respect to price construction, which is
usually quite complex or obscure, leading to the problem of price information asymmetry. Price
complexity in homogenous markets is a known problem. Producers of retail financial products foster
ignorance by making their prices more complex [5]. Price differences and levels have an effect on
buyers’ susceptibility to making sub-optimal choices [6].
The purposes of this study were several. The main goal was to revise and validate the original
proposal for the banking fees calculator. This unique online service is under development by our
university, and was first introduced at the EMCIS conference [7]. The application was launched for the
Czech environment [8]. It offers a personalized overview of suitable bank accounts for a particular user
based on the aggregated data of the calculator, data input by the user, and calculations performed on
these data. As a result, by eliminating the differences with respect to price complexity, the consumer is
able to make a well-informed decision regarding the best bank account available to them.
The goal of revision and validation would be considered to be accomplished if the results showed
that the new proposal is more usable than the traditional approaches, for example, by saving consumer
time and effort when delivering the desired results. The tested hypothesis is that the use of the
calculator is less costly, that is, more usable, for consumers in comparison with other approaches.
As this hypothesis was confirmed by the testing we conducted, the calculator can be considered a
valuable contribution to reducing information asymmetry in the PA market. The principles for the
construction of this calculator can be reused in implementations in other sectors that share characteristics
with the PA market, as discussed above.
Interaction cost analysis was selected as a method for the purposes of usability testing. This method
was first introduced by Hong et al. in their proposal for a low-cost tagging system [9], where “cost”
refers to the interaction cost, which was discussed above. We presented an extended version of this
analysis to illustrate the high interaction cost of ineffective navigation schemes [10]. For the purposes
of this study, the interaction cost analysis was extended even further, thus creating a methodology
for determining the possibility of the calculator’s reuse in other scenarios. This can be considered the
second main goal and also an accomplishment of this study. Interaction cost analysis is proposed as a
tool for the objective evaluation of the usability of a user interface, with rules for expressing interactions
in graphs. The analysis can be used to compare the usability of existing interfaces (websites, systems,
services, and so on) and new approaches. Higher costs might indicate possible issues related to user
interface design, structure, and underlying logic. The methods most widely used for measuring usability
include user testing, inspection, and inquiry [11], that is, they are all subjective methods. The proposed
analysis can be used for measuring the objective usability of any user interface. This is a significant
contribution, as subjective assessments are not always reliable or consistent [12].
Finally, by conducting the proposed interaction analysis, the calculator’s usability was confirmed.
Therefore, this service can be recommended for finding the most suitable account for a particular user.
The calculator benefited from the unified user interface. The benefit of finding all of the information
in one place led to a reduction in the related attention-switching cost. This knowledge can be used
to develop similar applications to reduce the information asymmetry present in other markets that
exhibit high price complexity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the state-of-the-art with respect
to both of the main research areas (information asymmetry in the PA market, and usability and
interaction cost). The conceptual foundation specifies the goal and the strategies for reaching this goal,
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resulting in a definition of the scenarios that were tested. The accuracy and completeness of different
strategies are considered. The interaction cost analysis is divided into two sections, corresponding to
before (Scenario 1) and after (Scenario 2) the introduction of the calculator. The first part includes a
comprehensive methodology and cost analysis for Scenario 1. The second part continues with the cost
analysis for Scenario 2 and a presentation of all of the results along with a discussion. The paper is
concluded by final thoughts and propositions for future research.
2. Background
2.1. Comparison Tools and the Deployment Area Specificity
Online comparison tool applications (CT or CTs in plural) provide the ability to compare and
contrast products. This comparison is based on a variety of criteria or using at least one criteria
filter—price. Price comparison agents belong to a shopbot applications category along with other
similar tools, such as shopping agents and shopping robots, as described by Zhu et al. [13]. However,
this methodology deals with applications that are not deployed for a market of services with many
tariff items. They can add services to a cart and change various features of a base product, but PAs are
a specific case along with services like mobile phone or internet connection providers. Therefore, tools
for their comparison differ, as do their designs. Regardless of focus, all such applications have a single
purpose: to reduce an information asymmetry.
Information asymmetry is present in the PA market, which negatively influences optimal choice [1].
The mathematical model of a consumer search for the optimal price of a PA under uncertainty [4]
shows that the main issue concerning the price search is the marginal return on search. The traditional
approach of a user’s own search is a time-consuming task (discussed in Section 3). In general, the
problem is not the “digital shopping tour”. The most time and effort is spent on price calculation.
Many banks exist in the Czech Republic, including different types of conditional sales. Some tariffs
are almost atomized, charging for each service separately. Fees may vary accordingly to the chosen
communication channel (phone, Internet, over the counter, and so on) not just when, for example, a
standing order service is established, but also when the payment is executed. This is not common in
developed countries. The search costs can be expressed as a product of an average minute wage and
search time; see the work of [4] for the full methodology. To summarize the specific conditions, aside
from consumer’s time value, cognitive and mathematical abilities, and so on, the search costs increase
with the following: more PAs available; more complex pricing models; more pricing items, that is,
atomization of tariffs; more consumers with maximizing instead of satisficing behavior; and when
price distribution is more skewed to the left and consumer demands are lower than average.
The search costs increase drastically if we consider all the above and that all tariffs are subject to
an irregular change. On the other side of our equation is savings. They are achieved by finding and
opening a cheaper account. The variable that expresses this relationship is the expected net benefit
of searching the set of options (as the difference between the expected maximum utility of searching
the brands in the set and the cost of searching these brands) [14]. The general maximization rule then
states that a user will continue the search until the expected marginal return from the search is greater
than the marginal search costs. That is why, from a systematic point of view, shopbots exist—to make a
search worthy by minimizing search costs.
Both academicians and legislative bodies admit and acknowledge the impact of CTs. From the
academic point of view, shopbots have a positive impact on both price level and price dispersion [15,16].
Another study [17] that focused on pricing behavior by sellers on a price comparison site confirmed a
strong negative relationship between the number of sellers monitored by comparison site and price.
Legislative bodies of the European Union (EU) rely on CTs in information asymmetry reduction on the
retail banking market. The Payment Account Directive (Chap. II/Art. 7, European Parliament) states
the duty to offer consumers of each member country at least one CT through a special website list of
the local supervisory authority. CTs are one of the main tools used to address another negative effect
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of information asymmetry: the consumer mobility barrier. The low level of mobility of consumers
with respect to retail financial services is, to a large extent, the result of the lack of transparency and
comparability with regards to the fees and services on offer [18].
2.2. Comparators and Calculators
Comparators and calculators are both online digital services for end-users who seek help in deciding
which bank account would be the best for their needs. These two services are different in both their
design and implementation. The characteristics of the consumers who use them are different. On the
basis of the definition of maximizers and satisficers, we assume that comparators would be used more
by satisficers and calculators by maximizers. Satisficers settle for the “good enough” option (e.g., bank
account), whereas maximizers strive to make the best possible choice [19,20]. Although many comparator
services exist, calculators are scarce in some countries or even non-existent. However, the population
consists of both of these characteristics [21]. Therefore, I would like to promote the use of calculators.
Comparators are only lists of bank accounts from the view of user interface. They are not web
applications from the implementation point of view, only static web pages. Some of them, however,
provide useful sorting options or predefined lists, so a consumer can quickly acquaint themselves with
the essential characteristics and charges of individual accounts. Usually, some basic categorization
or filtering is offered, for example, basic, business, students, suitable for an overdraft (i.e., according
to the most used service), high interest. Subsequent sorting is conducted, for example, according to
the monthly or yearly fee, maximum interest, minimum monthly credit, authorized or unauthorized
overdrafts, and so on. Examples of comparators are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Examples of comparators of bank accounts.
URL of Online Service
www.which.co.uk/money/banking/bank-accounts
www.knowyourmoney.co.uk/current-accounts
www.lovemoney.com/currentaccounts

Categorization
/Filtering
6 groups
6 groups
2 groups with 5
subgroups

Sorting

Advanced Filtering

x
5 ways

x
x

10 ways

x

www.moneysupermarket.com/current-accounts/

9 groups

7 ways

www.uswitch.com/current-accounts/
money.gocompare.com/currentaccounts/

5 groups
3 groups

3 ways
5 ways

Account benefits,
features and types
x
x

Calculators perform a calculation of individual banking fees and, as such, usually provide more
detailed, accurate, and personalized information. However, to obtain personalized information,
the user has to provide some input data about using their account or choose between several
predefined scenarios.
2.3. User-Friendly Web Interfaces
The development of the calculator was based on respecting web design principles, user experience
(UX), usability, and similar concepts. UX is commonly recognized in the field of human–computer
interaction (HCI), which deals with the user´s entire interaction, feelings, and perception [22] and,
as such, overlaps usability concept. It can also be defined as the emotions that the user experiences when
using a service, product, or application [23]. Aesthetics, usability, and content are three main design
categories that influence each other, and they are all incorporated in the overall user experience and
preference [24]. Many studies investigated a connection mostly between usability and aesthetics [25].
Lidwell et al. [26] stated that the designs that help people perform optimally are often not the same
as the designs that people find most desirable. The designs that should be preferred largely depend
on the type of particular website/web service and its purpose, and on user behavior; particularly, we
distinguish between exploratory- and goal-oriented online behavior [27]. Similarly, with web searches,
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there are two commonly recognized types of search tasks: lookup search and exploratory search [28].
Ellonen et al. confirmed that consumers tend to visit the website in a goal-oriented manner [29]. This
trend is even more profound in the case of online services with a usually straightforward process.
Goal-oriented is, in the case of web user interfaces, associated with a greater impact on usability.
Therefore, web service development should reflect web design principles, which enhance usability.
Generally, a user interface should be intuitive and easy to use [30].
The problem of accessibility is tightly connected with usability. The Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG) is a technical standard with a goal to increase the accessibility of web content
for people with disabilities [31]. The last update of this standard was WCAG 2.1, published in 2018,
10 years after WCAG 2.0. The calculator attempts to fulfill these recommendations as well, considering
those classified as Levels A and AA. In previous work, we tested a legibility aspect of accessibility as a
part of an evaluation of Learning Management Systems (LMS) [32]. With the help of a color contrast
checker, we revealed that headings in LMS Blackboard Learn (default scheme) have insufficient contrast
according to both Levels AAA and AA. However, many other usability aspects are not considered in
accessibility guidelines, for example, concerning readability, line length, or typeface characteristics.
Many aspects have been included in the WCAG 2.1 update, such as line height or spacing.
2.4. Usability, Navigation, and Search
Usability can be explained as the ease of web browsing for a user with a specific purpose [33].
Whereas the beauty concept from the UX concept is overall subjective and not measurable (except
for purely subjective user´s evaluations), usability can be either objective or subjective [34]. Objective
means precise measurements of user performance (e.g., task time, number of errors), whereas subjective
means perceived or experienced usability (how easy to work with web/service) [35]. No significant
correlation was found between ratings of expected usability and objective usability evaluations [36].
Therefore, objective usability metrics, such as interaction cost, can be considered as more reliable
indicators of interaction quality and efficacy regarding online services.
The usability of the user interface depends considerably on its layout. The layout is how all
the elements of the interface are arranged. According to Horton, the most important characteristic
of a layout is that users find it predictable [37]. This predictability requirement corresponds with
consistency, which reduces cognitive effort [38]. A consistent approach to layout and navigation allows
users to adapt quickly to design and to predict the location of information [39]. Therefore, I promote
online aggregator services in this paper because they gather information from more sources in one
consistent environment.
Navigation is another important aspect of the usability of any website [40], user interface, system,
or online service. Searching is an alternative to navigation. However, even though web searches are
powerful, they are no substitute for a coherent site architecture [39]. Users often do not know what they
should look for, or they express it in a way that will not find the desired information. Lookup search is
performed to find a specific item and is considered relatively simple. More complicated search tasks
are called exploratory and require multiple searches interwoven with browsing and analysis of the
information [28]. This indicates that searching alone is often insufficient, and the user still needs to
work with the navigation structure. Therefore, I considered both in the interaction analysis.
2.5. Interactions and Interaction Cost
As Lam pointed out, typical user studies seldom explicitly measure or even identify interaction
costs [2]. The definition in Lam’s research is thus adopted from an older study of Winograd and Flores:
“an interaction cost is when the dialogue between users and system breaks down, or where users
face enough difficulty accomplishing tasks to become aware of the user interfaces as obstacles to be
overcome” [41]. The interaction itself is defined as “action from a user that causes visible changes in the
visualization” [2]. In Lam´s research, only observable interaction is considered, ignoring non-action
communications (e.g., eye-gazes) and unsolicited system actions (e.g., alerts).
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Later, Hong et al. identified two types of cost in HCI: interaction cost (mouse clicks, button
presses, typing) and attention-switching cost (from one window to another) [9]. Both types are similar
to the interaction cost types defined by Lam. The interaction cost is a similar concept to Lam´s
“physical-motion costs to execute sequences”, whereas the attention-switching cost corresponds to
“view-change costs to interpret perception”.
In the preceding research, we specified a range of usability issues related to inefficient navigation
schemes, such as broad and vague categories, poor organization of navigation links, deep nesting,
duplicities, and many navigation areas [10]. Further issues related to navigation were identified as
disorientation, subjectivity, or lack of descriptiveness [42]. All these issues increase interaction cost.
Higher interaction cost is associated with longer interaction time and a higher number of errors and,
consequently, attention-switching cost is higher as well [10].
3. Conceptual Foundation
3.1. How to Choose the Best Bank Account
We first explore the possible options for a consumer who wants to choose the best bank account.
The behavior of this consumer will be goal-oriented, with the goal of finding the most suitable bank
account that fits their needs, requirements, lifestyle, and habits. This scenario is specific for the PA
market; however, it can be easily modified to fit other segments with similar characteristics, such as
mobile tariffs or Internet providers.
Many factors contribute to the label being “the best” in the eyes of the particular consumer at a
given time. The objective factors for bank accounts are as follows: availability of required services
(i.e., if the bank account offers the service) and parameters of the required services, including a fee for
this service
The decision also depends on the search procedure. The means of obtaining information via
the Internet about bank accounts can generally be achieved via the following channels: (1) on the
individual banks´ websites, repeated for each bank in which a consumer is interested, followed by
an analysis and conclusions of gathered information; (2) by online services, specifically comparison
tools applications, such as comparators of bank accounts or calculators of banking fees; and (3) other
sources—financial advisor websites, online magazines, forums, and so on—that can be classified
as electronic word of mouth (e-WOM), which has become an important source of information for
consumers, depending on its credibility [43].
The outcomes of all these scenarios depend considerably on invested time and effort. For example,
regarding case (1), a difference would exist if inquiring only at one bank´s office or if exploring the
offers of 10 banks. The more we extend our research, the more time and effort the process consumes,
as is typical for all decision-making tasks. The next sections elaborate more on two selected scenarios.
The third option (e-WOM) is omitted from further analysis, as the possibilities are too vast and different
from each other simultaneously, that is, they consist of highly unstructured and unorganized data.
The amount of these data has grown since it became common for users to share information about
individual experiences and opinions via the Internet, for example, via social networks [44]. This
information is, however, mostly subjective and not always reliable or useful.
3.2. Scenario 1 Breakdown
Assuming that a consumer uses the internet to find the information they need about bank accounts,
let us consider four options discussed in the previous section.
In the first scenario, consumers search for information on banks´ websites, that is, gather information
directly from the source without any intermediary. Therefore, this scenario can be considered the most
reliable regarding the accuracy and completeness of information, as bank account providers need to keep
their websites, including tariffs, up to date. This scenario is consequently included in the interaction cost
analysis as “Scenario 1”. This scenario includes three phases of looking for information:
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conclude, the maximizers invest more time into the calculation of expected price and, consequently,
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their choice will be better than that of satisficers.
and, consequently, their choice will be better than that of satisficers.

Figure 1. Scenario 1 Phase 1: Looking for a price list on the individual bank´s website, with an example
Figure 1. Scenario 1 Phase 1: Looking for a price list on the individual bank´s website, with an
presented from the UniCredit Bank website.
example presented from the UniCredit Bank website.
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Finally, at the official website of Firstdirect, a user can learn about the monthly fee, but also that
many more possibilities exist to avoid paying this fee. In conclusion, none of the information
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thus deepening the problem with information asymmetry, which we attempted to eliminate with the
presented calculator service.
In general, if an aggregation service is used, simplification to some extent can be expected, along
with the possible distortion of results. Therefore, whereas satisficers might stop here and be satisfied,
maximizers continue their search, preferably to the source of the information, that is, exploring all
considered bank accounts on individual bank´s websites (Scenario 1).
Calculators can also suffer from inaccuracy. The range of data is usually not the issue because it has
to be much wider owing to the performed calculation in comparison with comparators. The problem
of regular updates remains, even strongly with calculators, as actual numbers (usually fees) change
more often than general conditions, by which comparators are usually limited. Because a calculator is
proposed in this study, I chose calculator over comparator for both further analysis and development.
The presented calculator aspires to offer precise and personalized results to the consumer.
The second option is consequently specific to the usage of the calculator service, as in Scenario 2.
The interaction cost analysis was performed on the calculator presented [7] in this paper, see URL [8].
With the calculator, a consumer can choose between using a metadata strategy or calculation strategy.
The strategies are explained in more detail in Section 6.1 after introducing the calculator.
This calculator is not the first of its kind, though calculators of banking fees are rare. The novelty
of this calculator lies in its scope, robustness, performance, and range of data useful for a user. On the
basis of these data, a consumer can make a well-founded decision about suitable bank accounts. I do
not have any knowledge of a calculator as complex as this one, neither in range of administered data
nor the extent of useful feedback for the consumer.
4. Interaction Cost Analysis Part 1
In this section, graphs of interaction cost analysis are presented for strategies of Scenario 1
discussed above. Scenario 2 (with a calculator) is presented in Section 6.1, after introducing the
calculator itself. The test was whether Scenario 2 is more usable than Scenario 1. The methodology
for the performed interaction cost analysis is first considered. Its usage is then demonstrated on a
combination of exploratory and search tasks involved in the selected goal, which is answering the
question “which bank account is the best for me?” for individual users based on their requirements
and needs.
Generally, using this analysis, we can explore available web-based strategies and decide which
one is the most efficient. The development of web services can be justified over traditional procedures.
In other words, the analysis can be used both during the development process of specific web service
and for comparison of existing websites and/or web services. In the previous research, my colleagues
and I proposed a web integrated navigation extension [10]. Its main goal was to reduce an interaction
cost by providing a united consistent environment.
4.1. Methodology
The interaction cost analysis used in this study was originally based on the concept presented
by Hong et al. about interaction cost [9]. The authors presented a simple cost analysis that described
an interaction between the user and web interface. In this analysis, only one type of box was used
along with text descriptions of the user action, not classified into individual actions. My colleagues
and I enhanced several methodology aspects of this simple analysis in our previous study [10]. These
aspects can be summarized as follows: (1) each white box represents a navigation link to a new page or
view; (2) parentheses in white boxes contain information about the placement of the particular link on
the webpage; (3) arrows signify the direction of the user browsing process; and (4) smaller colored oval
boxes represent the user action(s): click, scroll, hover, type, and enter (submitting search form either by
clicking or pressing a key).
Each page loading requires switching attention, thus increasing the attention-switching cost.
Actions, conversely, increase interaction cost, by clicking, typing, or pressing buttons. Scrolling, which
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was not mentioned in the analysis by Hong et al., could pertain to both as this action requires both
interacting and switching [10]. The cost analysis from our previous study does not explicitly depict
two actions: “switch attention to the new page” and “look up the right navigation link”. Switching
attention to the new page usually follows after clicking the navigation link and pressing “enter” in the
search form. Looking up the right link follows after loading a new page if a search is not used instead,
and can be performed simultaneously with scrolling.
In this study, I applied some changes and extensions to the previously implemented
methodology. Particularly,
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Each white box now represents not only a navigation link, but either whole new loaded webpage
or some element on this webpage.
Parentheses in white boxes still contain information about the placement of the element on the
webpage, but only if applicable.
Arrows still signify the direction of user browsing process; however, I have added the “repeat”
action, which signifies repeating the particular action or set of actions before moving to the next
action (in the original research by Hong et al., this mechanism was depicted by a round return
arrow).
Previously omitted actions of attention switching cost, that is, wait for “switch attention to the
newly loaded page/view” and look/find for “look up the right link/text/element/content” were
added to the tracked interactions.

The final set of actions is listed in Table 2. To each action, information had been added by which
cost is the action defined. Mouse drags (e.g., the work of [2]) are not considered, as the tested interfaces
did not offer such a choice.
Table 2. List of used interactions.
Action
LOOK/FIND 1
WAIT
SCROLL
REPEAT
CLICK
TYPE/ENTER

Interaction Cost

x
x
x
x

Attention-Switching Cost
x
x
x
x

1

These two are only distinguished by the success of interaction. By performing “look”, the action is counted with a
possibility of not finding the required information. The “find” action assumes success. Specifically, every “find”
action should be preceded by a “look” action; however, this is omitted from graphs for brevity.

4.2. Cost Analyses for Scenario 1
The general idea of Scenario 1 was already described in previous sections. The breakdown of its
phases and strategies is shown in Figure 3. Individual strategies are now discussed in more detail,
that is, their interaction analysis. For a demonstration of Scenario 1, the internationally known bank
UniCredit was selected. In Phase 1, the interaction analysis began on this Unicreditbank´s website
to look for a price list (Figure 1). In Phase 2, the price list found in the previous phase was used to
look for particular services/fees (Figure 2). To explore all possibilities, the consumer needs to repeat all
three phases for each chosen bank account for consideration in their decision-making, as is depicted in
Figure 1. One bank with one website can offer more than one bank account. However, the majority of
bank accounts are from different bank institutions, which means different web interfaces and differently
designed price lists. As discussed in Section 2, consistency of layout and navigation reduces the
effort in finding information. The strategies in Scenario 1 mostly cannot benefit from this consistency.
Layout and navigation are usually different for each bank account from different bank institutions.
The interaction analyses are displayed in Figures 1 and 2.
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closely, the interaction cost analysis is demonstrated for the calculator scenario in Section 6.
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5.1. Workflow for One User
When considering
the calculator from a user´s point of view, the goal is finding the best account
5.1. Workflow
for One User
for the particular consumer. After loading the calculator website, the calculator form is displayed
When considering the calculator from a user´s point of view, the goal is finding the best account
to the user. Figure 4 shows the user interface of the calculator form. The questionnaire consists
for the particular consumer. After loading the calculator website, the calculator form is displayed to
of always-displayed and conditionally-displayed sections. The latter are dependent on previously
the user. Figure 4 shows the user interface of the calculator form. The questionnaire consists of
input information, for example, if a user does not use telebanking, the section with questions about
always-displayed and conditionally-displayed sections. The latter are dependent on previously
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The calculator performs the calculation and provides the user with a list of results. Figure 6 depicts
the user interface design. This list presents logically structured information of all bank accounts that
the calculator registers. The bank accounts that satisfy all the input requirements are highlighted and
sorted by the total sum of monthly fees. Figure 5 depicts the procedure as a workflow of interactions
between a user and the calculator.
The simple workflow described in the Figure 5 includes interactions of only one user with the
calculator. This process accepts user input and combines it with existing bank account data. The
result is a personalized list of bank accounts with additional information. For an individual user,
the calculator service ends here.
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As the next step, workflows of individual users can be combined into the summarized workflow
As the next step, workflows of individual users can be combined into the summarized
of the calculator service, as shown in Figure 7. Data from all users who used this calculator are saved
workflow of the calculator service, as shown in Figure 7. Data from all users who used this calculator
for later use, such as an export of selected views. This export can be then used for analyses of user
are saved for later use, such as an export of selected views. This export can be then used for analyses
behavior (“post-processing”) and finally for useful user profiling in the area of using bank services.
of user behavior (“post-processing”) and finally for useful user profiling in the area of using bank
This can be used, for example, as feedback for financial institutions in understanding their clients, and
hopefully could lead to better-designed services and price lists.
The post-processing analyses and user profiling can be accomplished in various forms. In previous
research, we performed
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are designed
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and especially
optimized for the syntaxes we prepared in IBM SPSS
5.2. Consolidation
and Post-Processing
of Results.
(IBM, Armonk, USA) to automatize routine data refining and supportive analyses.
As the next step, workflows of individual users can be combined into the summarized
workflow of the calculator service, as shown in Figure 7. Data from all users who used this calculator
are saved for later use, such as an export of selected views. This export can be then used for analyses
of user behavior (“post-processing”) and finally for useful user profiling in the area of using bank
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5.3. Data Matrix
The post-processing analyses and user profiling can be accomplished in various forms. In
Bank account data correspond with data required from a user. However, individual items are
previous research, we performed retail consumer segmentation [3], a choice optimality study [1],
only roughly mapped on each other, as summarized in Table 3. User data are extracted from a user via
desired price modeling [4], and examined consumption variability. Exports from the proposed
the calculator form. Data about bank accounts are stored in the calculator. Data cannot be downloaded
calculator service are designed for easy processing, and especially optimized for the syntaxes we
and updated automatically from websites of bank institutions because all have their own website
prepared in IBM SPSS (IBM, Armonk, USA) to automatize routine data refining and supportive
with a different environment, that is, design, navigation, terminology, and so on, and differently
analyses.
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account items) are required. For example, regarding basic logic about cards, user data include the type
of first card and optionally the type of second card, that is, two user inputs. However, 11 items are
related to bank account data, including fixed fee, monthly fee, and number of free cards for every
card type in the system (three types), creating nine fields in the database. Another two items are as
follows: fixed fee and monthly fee related to the second card, rather than to the specific card type.
Table 4 provides examples of user inquiries with answers, associated bank account data, and field
values. “Y/N” is used for Yes/No option, “Int” stands for Integer, and “Null” for missing value.
Table 3. Matrix of data including categories and groups of usage inquiries received via form submission.
Categories/Groups 1

Number of Items for
User Inquiries 2

Number of Corresponding
Bank Account Items 3

Communication channels and additional services
Account usage
Cards
Cash withdrawals
Payments—internet banking
Payments and cash withdrawals at the counter
Payments—telebanking
Payments—collection box
Statements and additional communication
services
Cash withdrawals abroad
Foreign payments—SEPA payments (single Euro
payments area payments)

7
6
5
6
3
5
3
3

6
12
17
7
5
8
5
5

4

5

3

6

5

12

50

88

1

data about bank accounts in the service´s backend; 2 the choice of time interval is omitted, which is defaulted to
“monthly”; 3 fields that are used apart from user inquiries (“fixed monthly fee”) or are only informative, not used in
calculation (e.g. “bank name”, “account type”), are omitted.

Table 4. Examples of user inquiries and bank account data.
Groups of Usage Inquiries
via Calculator Form

Example of User Inquiry and
Answer

Communication channels
and additional services

Do you use telebanking? (Y/N)

Account usage
Cards

Cash withdrawals

What is your minimum balance?
(Int/Null)
What card type do you want as your
primary card? (Select: electronic /
embossed / premium)
How often do you withdraw cash
from ATM? (Int, Select: monthly,
quarterly,..)

Example of Related Bank Account Data
and Field Value
Does the account offer telebanking? (Y/N)
What is the fee for using it? (Int/Null)
Does the account offer fee reduction (Y/N,
Int) at some level of min. balance? (Int)
Does the account offer
electronic/embossed/premium card? (3x
Y/N) With what fee? (3x Int/Null)
What is the fee for using this bank´s ATM
(Int/Null) and other bank´s ATM
(Int/Null)

Table 4 shows that a variety of question answer types are used, ranging from simple Yes/No to
more complex. The so-far implemented version of the calculator is deterministic, which means it counts
using a fixed number of service uses per month. Users can choose the number of uses for a period
of time that they choose (monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, and annually); however, the application
converts them into uses per month in accordance with monthly fees. Regarding the user interface and
data gathered from users, the calculator was prepared for future upgrade to a stochastic version.
5.4. User Interface Overview
This section outlines an example of the user interface of the proposed calculator in Figure 7.
A fully functional calculator service is running in the Czech environment [7,8]; its user interface was
translated for this study. After receiving data from the user, the calculator provides this user with their
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personalized comparison of bank accounts, based on their filled-in values. The results depend on the
particular user filling in values based on current usage or future requirements.
The displayed result is a well-organized list of all bank accounts, starting with the most suitable
for this particular user (Figure 6). This list is based on the performed comparison of user data and
bank account data such as service availability. The combination of service fees and usage patterns
provided by the user is then calculated into numbers. The resulting list of bank accounts is then sorted
by the final monthly fee for all required services. One-time fees are less frequent; they are used, for
example, for issuing a new card or activating some service. The bank accounts that do not have the
required services are sorted at the end of the list and distinguished by color and commentary stating
that they are accounts that are not suitable.
6. Interaction Cost Analysis Part 2
After an overview of the calculator functioning, the performed interaction analysis is revisited in
this section, this time for Scenario 2—use of the calculator service, followed by the detailed result, and
comparison of both approaches.
6.1. Cost Analysis for Scenario 2
For Scenario 2 with the use of the calculator, two possible strategies are presented in Figure 8.
“Using metadata strategy” involves looking up the information about bank accounts, the same as in
previously analyzed strategies. In comparison with Scenario 1, however, this strategy benefits from a
consistent interface that the consumer can use to look up the needed information much more efficiently
than in the different environments for each bank. This strategy can be viewed as similar to classical
comparators with some significant differences. First, the data are the same as required for calculation,
and
thus are kept as precise and up-to-date as possible. Second, the range of the presented data
is
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6.2. Conclusions of Performed Analyses
To summarize, two scenarios were suggested here: traditional (Figure 1) and with the calculator
(Figure 8). The original hypothesis was that use of the calculator (Scenario 2) is more usable for the
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Even more efficient is the calculation strategy, which is the main purpose of any calculator service.
Some calculator providers do not even consider the first possibility, and thus hide processed data from
users. To promote transparency of information and reduce its asymmetry, this calculator provides
a view of the raw bank account data as well. Therefore, in the following summarizations, only this
strategy is compared and the metadata strategy is omitted.
6.2. Conclusions of Performed Analyses
To summarize, two scenarios were suggested here: traditional (Figure 1) and with the calculator
(Figure 8). The original hypothesis was that use of the calculator (Scenario 2) is more usable for the
user, that is, with less interaction cost. In both scenarios, two possible strategies were proposed, as well
as an analysis of performed interactions. In Scenario 1, the web structure and web search strategy
in Phase 1, and look and scroll and search strategy in Phase 2, can be combined. In Scenario 2, we
can choose between using metadata and calculation strategies. Table 5 combines these strategies to
provide an overview of the whole process (i.e., finding which bank account is the best for a consumer).
One row represents one method of processing the task, that is, task procedure.
Table 5. Methods of processing the task “which bank account is the best for me?”.
Provide Price List for
One Bank Account

Provide Services
Availability and Fees for
Services

Provide Information of
a Planned Account´s
Usage

Which Bank
Account is the Best
for Me?

web structure
web structure
web search
web search
-

look and scroll
search
look and scroll
search
metadata

-

manual rough
calculation

-

-

calculation

automatic precise
calculation

Determining which strategy is faster or more convenient is challenging because this depends
on the particular website and on the particular information being searched. All interactions have
different values in terms of their effort and time demands, for example, the “Repeat” action is the
most variable of presented interactions. According to Lam, even for simple movements such as mouse
clicks, repeated actions can accumulate into measurable costs [2]. The “Repeat” action is not a typical
interaction, but a combination of other interactions. The number of repeats depends on the following:
(1) the success of the performed action, that is, repeat with slightly changed parameters until the goal
has been reached (Figure 1, web structure strategy; Figure 2, both strategies); (2) the particular sequence
of needed interactions (Figure 1, web search strategy; Figure 8, calculation strategy); and (3) repeating
for every instance of the list/group (Figure 1, both repeats and strategies; Figure 8, metadata strategy).
Despite this ambiguity, some conclusions are still possible. We can divide the task procedures into
two main groups according to the result of our efforts, that is, final evaluation of gathered information
(Table 5). These evaluations include manual rough calculation and automatic precise calculation,
which are different. Manual rough calculation is the expected result from all combined strategies of
Scenario 1 (S1) and the using metadata strategy from Scenario 2 (S2). This means that the user has
found to the information they need; however, there is too much to process, so they are only capable of
a rough calculation. Manual processing consumes a considerable amount of time depending on the
user´s requirements (how many services, how much they care about fees, how many accounts they
want to choose from). Automatic precise calculation, which is the result of the calculation strategy of
S2 (using the calculator service), is automatic and precise. It does not require any more time or effort
from the consumer, except for the interactions listed in the Figure 8 calculation strategy, which is much
more advantageous.
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If the interaction cost analyses of S1 strategies and S2 calculation (S2C) strategy are further
compared, several differentiations can be observed. Tables 6–8 provide summarized counts of
all identified interactions as the basis for the conclusions. The list of used interactions and their
classification to interaction cost or/and attention-switching cost in Table 2 should be re-examined. This
information is in the column “Type of Cost” in the following Tables 6–8.
Table 6. Used interactions for Scenario 1 Phase 1.
Action

Type of Cost 1

Look/find
Wait
Scroll
Click
Type/enter
Repeat

AC
AC
IC + AC
IC
IC
IC + AC
1

Web Structure Strategy (P1A)

Web Search Strategy (P1B)

2+2
1
1
2
0
2

1 + 1 repeat
1 + 1 repeat
0
1 + 1 repeat
2
3

repeat

AC = attention-switching cost, IC = interaction cost.

Table 7. Used interactions for Scenario 1 Phase 2.
Action

Type of Cost

Look and Scroll Strategy (P2A)

Search Strategy (P2B) 1

Look/find
Wait
Scroll
Click
Type/enter
Repeat

AC
AC
IC + AC
IC
IC
IC + AC

1 + 1 repeat
0
1 repeat
0
0
2

1 + 1 repeat
1 + 1 repeat
0
1
2
2

1

with more common Find and Click choice over typing Ctrl + F

Table 8. Used interactions for Scenario 2 with calculator.
Action

Type of Cost

Using Metadata Strategy

Calculation Strategy (S2C)

Look/find
Wait
Scroll
Click
Type/enter
Repeat

AC
AC
IC + AC
IC
IC
IC + AC

2 repeat
0
1 repeat
0
0
1 repeat (=2)

0
1
0
1 + 1 repeat
1 repeat
1

On the basis of the summarized results of the interaction cost for all scenarios, some conclusions
can be drawn. In this review, I omit the benefits of automatic precise calculation over manual processing
required in manual rough calculation, which was discussed earlier in the text. I was only interested in
the cost required for reaching the stated goal, that is, to answer the question “which bank account is
the best for me?”. The result cannot be purely objective, but rather subjective, depending mostly on
the consumer´s characteristics, needs, and resources, as discussed in Section 3.
Before the final evaluation, Figure 1, which depicts Scenario 1 with the breakdown of phases
and strategies, should be reviewed. This graph conveys information that the whole process for
Scenario 1 consists of one strategy from Phase 1 and one strategy from Phase 2. This means that for
comparison with Scenario 2 (Table 8), the number of interactions for both phases of Scenario 1 needs to
be summarized (Tables 6 and 7). Table 9 outlines the possible combinations of Scenario 1 strategies
along with the comparison with Scenario 2 calculation strategy. The strategies considered are web
structure strategy (P1A), web search strategy (P1B), look and scroll strategy (P2A), search strategy
(P2B), and calculation strategy (S2C).
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Table 9. Combined strategies for Scenario 1 Phases 1 and 2 and Scenario 2 calculation strategy
for comparison.
Action

P1A + P2A

P1B + P2B

P1A + P2B

P1B + P2A

S2C

Look/find
Wait
Scroll
Click
Type/enter
Repeat

3+3
1
1 + 1 repeat
2
0
4

2+2
2 + 2 repeat
0
2+ 1 repeat
4
5

3+3
2 + 1 repeat
1
3
2
4

2+2
1 + 1 repeat
1 repeat
1 + 1 repeat
2
5

0
1
0
1 + 1 repeat
1 repeat
1

repeat

repeat

repeat

repeat

On the basis of the interaction cost analysis data and previously mentioned assumptions, the
following two major conclusions regarding costs and efficiency were drawn.
The first conclusion is that only one interaction occurs in S2C, which has attention-switching cost,
particularly “wait”. This means that the S2C is a straightforward process and does not require the
consumer to process many different interfaces; thus, the attention cost is low. In comparison with S1
strategies, the lowest number of actions with attention-switching cost is 3 + 4 repeat for the P1B + P2A
strategy (Table 9). This is a significant difference.
The second conclusion is that the “repeat” action in S2C has many repeats (one for every field filled
in by a user). However, these repeated actions are performed in the stable environment/interface with
both structural and functional consistency. Conversely, S1 requires interactions with many different
interfaces; every bank´s website is different, every price list is structured differently, in addition to
the different logic and terminology behind each bank account and its service combinations and fees.
This adds a significant amount of attention-switching cost to every action (with otherwise only an
interaction cost) for every encountered interface. As a result, this is much more favorable for the S2C
task procedure.
7. Conclusions and Future Research
This paper introduced a novel calculator service that provides a comparison of the most suitable
bank accounts based on user requirements and preferences [12]. A comparison was conducted with an
actual calculation of banking fees, which demonstrated the superiority of this service compared with
standard shopbot applications. The presented calculator eliminates differences in price complexities,
and thereby reduces the information asymmetry in the payment accounts market. This contribution
can be extended outside the PA market as other markets share important characteristics with this
market (homogenous, different only by price), such as mobile tariffs, cloud services, internet connection,
and so on. Therefore, the principles for this calculator´s construction can be reused in implementation
for another segment.
The presented application has been under design and development since the end of 2015. The first
release for the public in the Czech environment was April 2018 [8]. The programmatic updates have
been mostly functional and sectional; however, a major update is planned based on user and log data
retrieved from the application. The calculator is also updated monthly regarding data about bank
accounts, which is critical to remain up to date. The service needs to be adapted regularly to changes
in a particular environment (Czech Republic), such as new conditions, besides maintaining up-to-date
numbers (fees, limits, and so on).
A total of 769 records had been collected by the calculator as of 10 August 2019, which is similar
to the number collected by the previous calculator for the same period of time. This may be considered
a good result as the first release was experimental, and thus without any promotion of the service.
We would like to add more feedback options for users, as well as a measurement of time spent filling
in the form, although this figure can be misleading. A user can be engaged in other online activities
simultaneously, and thus is inactive during the process or otherwise interrupted. Also, we need
to consider that a user spends some time thinking about answers (their account usage), how much
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depends on too many factors (e.g., how well they remember it, if they are a satisficer or maximizer, and
so on).
The interaction cost analysis demonstrated the benefit of the calculator in comparison with the
common approaches of gathering information about bank accounts. Therefore, the hypothesis that the
calculator is more usable for the user with less interaction cost was supported. Several variations of this
analysis were reviewed based on the common problem of finding the best bank account. Limitations
can be found both on the conceptual level and in the application to a different scenario than the one
discussed here. I hope to address these limitations in the ongoing research on this topic and the actual
development of the calculator.
The presented methodology for interaction cost analysis is regarded as another contribution of
this study. The most widely used methods for measuring usability are subjective, not always reliable,
and inconsistent. The proposed analysis can be used for measuring the objective usability of any user
interface. In future research, I would like to explore all the new possible interactions and further refine
their supporting methodology, so as to improve the precision and ease of use of the calculation. The
actual implementation still has some liberty in interpretation, which can result in marginal subjectivity
during the evaluation.
Service design is likely the most usable scenario in which the interaction cost analysis would
be most helpful, that is, using the proposed analysis for comparison of existing interfaces (websites,
systems, services, and so on) and the new approaches or the ones under development. A higher
interaction cost would then reveal possible troubles and delays in processing the expected task and could
also indicate if the issue is related to user interface design and structure or the underlying logic. As such,
user experience can be improved significantly by reducing interaction and attention-switching cost.
Besides the demonstration of interaction analysis, valuable conclusions were reached about the
actual task of finding the best account for a particular user. The specialized online service benefited
considerably from the united user interface not only because of an obvious benefit of finding the
information in one place, but also because of the reduction in the related attention-switching cost. In
the previous research, we only presumed that the use of the calculator is more efficient. In this study,
this assumption was confirmed by the interaction cost analysis.
The calculator also has social implications. Firms often apply obfuscation strategies to products so
that comparing prices becomes a complicated and tedious process [45]. Obfuscation is a term referring
to sales practices that increase the costs consumers pay to search [46]. The calculator removes the
obfuscation. By lowering the costs of searching for the ideal product, the market efficiency can increase.
This can be applied not only for the PA market, but also for other similar markets mentioned earlier.
The service design for the calculator implementation can be considered a valuable contribution to the
industry. Every application created following these principles can be consequently validated by the
presented interaction cost analysis, among other means of usability testing.
In future research, we would also like to adapt the calculator service to a different environment,
which requires adapting to other countries’ banks and policies. This would involve cooperation from
the respective country´s researchers to offer a useful up-to-date service. Finally, the new research
intention, upon which we have already begun to work, is to address the deterministic approach. We
intend to deliver an even more advanced calculator service that would be able to reflect the stochastic
nature of user behavior. This would be a significant advance from the usual deterministic concept
used in service design.
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